Gearing up for water cut

PREPARED: Residents and traders store supply for 48-hour disruption
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MANY households in the SS3 area listed to face a water cut today are prepared to face some discomfort for up to another 24 hours.

A check by Streets revealed that many families had stored water in large containers, pools and buckets.

The household of Zainal Kharib, 65, in SS3/3 Kelana Jaya has stored water in pools despite having a large water tank in the house.

"I was not too worried when I saw the announcement in the newspapers but with five people living in the house, we’re doing this just as a precaution," he said.

Zainal Kharib is storing water in case the supply in his water tank is not enough for his family's needs. Pic by Farezza Hanum Rashid